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 KENT's Mineral ROTM technology uses a unique process to isolate and retain a special group of beneficial minerals found in naturally-occurring rock that are essential to water's healthy properties. Guaranteed to remove over 99% of waterborne bacteria, this purifier contains KENT's Dual filter technology that uses a front-to-back filtration process that delivers more than 100 microns of pore size to
filter the water, and the Filtration System with Mineral ROTM Technology that cleanses the water of over 90 minerals including vitamins and electrolytes. The Filtration System with Mineral ROTM Technology protects your body from mineral loss by restoring the balance of minerals found in naturally-occurring rock. KENT's Mineral ROTM technology is now recognized for its unparalleled ability
to remove hard to dissolve minerals including heavy metals, such as lead, from water. When it's time to replace your standard water filter, this is the best choice! You don't need to be a geologist to understand that not all rocks are the same. Each rock type has unique properties that allow it to hold minerals that water molecules can use to become healthy. KENT's Mineral ROTM technology has the
capacity to hold over 90 minerals that water molecules can use to become healthy. Also, they are guaranteed to remove over 99% of waterborne bacteria. KENT's exclusive Mineral ROTM technology utilizes a unique patented process to filter water, while simultaneously retaining a special group of natural minerals that have been scientifically identified to provide your body with the key building

blocks of life. By retaining these essential minerals, KENT's Mineral ROTM technology protects your body from mineral loss that can result from other purifiers. The research that has been conducted into the properties of Mineral ROTM technology has demonstrated that the unique mineral combination that is made up of KENT's Mineral ROTM technology has been shown to be the most beneficial
to human health. KENT's Mineral ROTM technology contains a unique assortment of natural minerals and vitamins found in naturally-occurring rock. In addition to our exclusive Mineral ROTM technology, KENT also uses a Microfilter and a second, secondary filter to ensure the water is cleansed of over 99% of harmful chemicals. Plus, KENT uses an innovative Life Disk and a Life Form to ensure

your water is balanced in minerals, as well as adding natural minerals to the water. Due to their life-long benefits, hundreds of scientific studies have 520fdb1ae7
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